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Japan is one of the oldest states dating back to the later 
days of the Roman Empire, well before many of the coun
tries of E~;Jrope came into existence. In fact, -the power of 
the Court extended as far as the southern part of Korean 
peninsular in the fourth century. 

Until the middle of last century, Japan was a very insular 
state. It was '"'nder Emperor Meiji in 1868 that the country 
broke off from the old shackles and entered a new era. This 
is why it is called Meiji Restoration and no1 Meiji Revolu
tion. The Restoration marked the turning point between 
feudal and modern Japan. One aspect whlch clearly dif
ferentiates the Meiji Restoration from the revolutions of 
modern Europe and the 1911 Revolution in China is that, 
instead of overthrowing the traditional monarchy, it re
stored it to power. 

The Meiji Government devoted its energies for the de
ve1opment of industry with focus on import of advanced 
technologies from the west. It abolished the various feudal 
trappings- ranks, titles and classes, thus declaring all men 
equal in the eyes of law. The Gmternment also established 
a modern school system with elementary education com
pulsory. 

The author is a well-known Financial and Management Consultant and a 
Director of and Adviser to a number of leading companies. He is the 
President of the Indo-Japanese Association and Member of the Council 
Management of the Forum of Free Enterprise. He is a frequent visitor to 
Japan and was invited in 1981 by the Government of Japan as a Business 
leader. The text is based on a lecture delivered by him under the au
spices of the forum on 2nd August 1988 in Bombay. 
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The Second World War was indeed a most traumatic ex
perience for japan. It was the first experience the Japanese 
had of defeat by a foreign power and the occupation of 
their country by alien armed forces. In fact japan's victory 
over Russia in 1904 when it overwhelmed the formidable 
for;,ces of the Czar by deploying submarines,was a reflec
tion of the technological and industrial capabilities Japan 
had acquired at the turn of the century. 

PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT 
Japan is a long strip of land stretching 3,000 kms. from the 
north to the south. It embraces every conceivable climatic 
zone and is subject to hostile weather conditions like typ
hoons, cyclones, tidal waves and earthquakes. Con
sequently, the people have developed an immense capac
ity for combating the vicissitudes of nature and in the pro
cess have acquired great survival capability. 

Japan has very limited arable land. In area, it is comparable 
to the state of Maharashtra with twice its population. How
ever only 27% of total area is available for development, 
15% being used for cultivation and 12% for industrial, com
mercial and domestic purposes. Naturally, land prices are 
prohibitive even by US and European standards. Barring 
water, the country has no natural resources worth the 
name. It has some coal deposits but the annuai output is 
barely 18-20 million tonnes, which is sufficient to meet 
one fifth of its requirements. It is dependent on imports for 
as much as 90% of its energy needs and almost entirely for 
all raw materials and minerals. One third of its food re
quirements has to be imported, it being self-sufficient only 
in rice and fish. 

The foundation laid for heavy industries like steel, en
gineering and chemicals before the Second World War 
provided the base for massive defence build-up. It also 
helped Japan in deploying a reservoir of technical skills. 
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The Allied occupation of Japan under General MacArthur 
led to considerable democratization of the country. The 
Zaibatsus which had held complete sway over practically 
all important economic sectors - trading, banking and 
manufacturing were dismantled and forced to unload 
their shareholdings. The Zaibatsus were also responsible 
for the present widely prevalent system Qf lifetime 
employment. However, its impact was totally onesided 
with employees committed to serve for a lifetime while 
the employers reserved the right to fire them. 

C,)l(~ t" 

The disbanding of Zaibatsus was accompanied by major 
land reforms and heavy taxation, the object being to usher 
in a more egalitarian society. There was also a new deal for 
labour which made it possible for them to get organised at 
the same time, making it virtually impossible for, industry 
to dismiss them. ,, -

ATTITl!JDE·TO WORK 
One of the striking featU'res of the Japanese scene is their 
attitude to work. For an average Japanese work takes pre- · 
cedence over family, leisure and other creature comforts. 
This characteristic emerges from the social and spiritual 
ethos of the people- a degree of reverence for elders and 
for authority which is instilled right from childhood, both 
at home and school. It has had a traumatic impact on 
many individuals creating serious psychosomatic prob
lems. This trait, however, is changing perceptibly with 
growing affluence- particularly among the growing tribe 
of young corporate executives and professionais with 
large discretionary incomes. 
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HARMONIOUS RELATIONS 
Japan went through serious industrial relatipns problems 
immediately after the war, but from this emerged an amaz
ingly harmonious industrial milieux. Union-management 
relations in Japan are extremely cordial. There are, of 
course, problems and even strikes, but the interest of the 
enterprise is kept uppermost by the workers. They do their 
best to ensure that production is not lost at any cost even 
while striking. 

This understanding has been a process of evolution and 
has found root in the fact that the unions are worked 
largely at enterprise level which in turn come together 
under an industrial federation of labour unions. These fed
erations are further united to form joint organisations of 
which there are half a dozen. The federations set the 
guidelines for demands to be made for improvement in 
wage scales, benefits and working conditions and they 
arso decide on campaign strategies. In certain industries, 
negotiations are held at industry level with the representa
tives of both labour union federations and employers' or
ganisations participating. The demands made by the un
ions are generally moderate and reasonable ang negotia
tions are conducted in an atmosphere of mutual trust. Un
ions respond very positively to the efforts made to improve 
productivity through automation and robotization. An av
erage employee puts in 10%-20% more hours of work than 
his counterpart in the US or Europe. He has experienced 
his real income go up each year thus increasing his pur
chasing power enormously over the last two decades. 

As a nation Japan is wedded to the philosophy of keeping 
the unemployment rate as low as possible. The national 
unemployment rate has hovered between 2.2% to 2.9% in 
rece~t years. This has been m~de possible as a result of 
close understanding between unions and management 
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and the perception of shared sacrifices by all, particularly 
during period~ of business recession. · 

On their part corporate managements adopt a highly 
enlightened approach and are known to be very sensi
tive to employee needs. 

While the welfare system run by the state is modest by US 
or European standards, the employers have been known 
to be quite generous in providing two annual paid holi
days, generally of ten days each, holiday homes and pay
ment of bi-annual bonuses which range anywhere bet
ween three and six months'. wages. The large lumpsum 
bonus payments inject substantial discretionary incomes 
and manifest themselves in increased expenditure on lei
sure and travel (both within the country and oveseas) 
especially among the younger generation. 

The lifetime employment concept which is often referred 
to does still exist, though it covers less than one fourth of 
the total employed population and is prevalent only in the 
larger companies. This ensures secunty and stability to 
employees; there is, of course, no absolute guarantee 
against dismissal in extreme cases .. 

The Japanese system of management lays great stress on 
seniority, though merit is increasingly getting greater 
weightage in promotions. Wage increments also taper off 
with age. The ·differential between the maximum and 
minimum salaries in Japan is less than 10 to 1, far lower 
than in the other industrial.ised countries. Besides, top 
executives are not eligible for bonuses, stock options or 
golden parachutes. Mobility is now rising particularly 
amongst the qualified youth especially in areas such as fi
nancial services, computer software and other hi"tech op
erations. 

The normal retirement age is 55, though this is not ob
served in the case of senior and top management person-
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nel. Managers are generally not retrenched but absorbed 
in staff functions in the same company or provided open
ings in associate companies. When very senior personnel 
are retired, they are retained as advisors and counsellors 
and their advice is highly valued. 

One remarkable factor of the Japanese industrial scene is 
that the employers perceive employees as associates. This 
is because, whenever companies experience serious prob
lems or go into losses, the prescription for saving on costs 
or retrenchment tends to cover all employees - starting 
from the very top. 

GOVERNMENT RAPPORT WITH BUSINESS 
Since 1955 Japan has had one party in power, the Liberal 
Democratic Party. The Party has four major factions repre
senting different interest groups. However, it is basically 
conservative in its economic outlook and has always en
joyed the close support of like minded bureaucrats and. 
businessmen. 

Business and Government have worked in very close co
operation in Japan as integral parts of society and have not 
taken adverserial postures. Japan has a very strong federal 
organization of employers called Keidanren. This body 
projects unified thinking of business. It is widely respected 
for objectivity and enjoys close rapport with Government. 
In fact, it exerts an influence over public policy that busi
ness organisations in other countries can only envy. How
ever, there is a growing feeling that it is too staid and needs 
to be rejuvenated in keeping with the fast changing in
dustrial profile of the country. 

RESOURCES CONSERVA liON 
In view of the total dearth of resources and its consequent 
vulnerability in the event of any global hostility, Japan 
has been obsessed with the need to conserve. Hence, 
while selecting technologies or manufacturing processes, 
Japan has always opted for those which entail minimum 
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use of resources. This is also the reason why it has ex
celled in miniaturisation. 

Being totally devoid of petroleum resources, the five-fold 
hike in oil price in 1973 came as a bolt from the blue. Na
tional attention was immediately focussed on exploring 
ways and means of how the use of energy could be 
minimised, the use of petroleum conserved and alterna
tive sources of energy developed. As a consequence, 
Japan has now developed technologies and processes 
which are among the most fuel efficient in the world. The 
most notable success has been in the area of steel and au
tomobiles. Japan imported 5.3 million barrels a day in 1979. 
In the 1979-85 plan, it was projected that it would be con
suming between 6.3 and 6.9 million barrels a day in 1985 and 
assumed theprice of crude as US$ 50 in yen equivalent 
terms. In actual fact, Japan's current consumption of oil is 
well under 5 million barrels a day with the price ruling at US 
$ 13 per barrel. Consequently, the oil import bill currently 
is less than one half of what it was in 1980 in US $terms 
and much lower in Yen terms, a major contributing factor 
for the enormous trade surplus. 

SAVINGS 
Asians as a race are generally thrifty by temperament. 
However, Japan takes the cake for having recorded the 
highest rate of saving in the last three decades averaging 
over 30% of GNP with a peak of 35%. in the 1960's and 
1970's. Out of this, personal savings have been between 16% 
and 20% of GNP. Personal annual savings currently exceed 
US$ 500 billion. 
Banks and financial institutions are by far the largest 
mobilizers of savings. The reasons behind the very high 
rate of saving in Japan, as compared to Western Europe, 
and more particularly the US, are the relatively early re
tirement age, modest welfare facilities provided by the 
state, longevity and incredibly high cost of housing. Be
sides till March 1988, the fiscal structure had provided 
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considerable inducement for savings by exempting in
terest on deposits upto 3 million Yen anti government 
bonds upto Yen 3-5 million e~ch year. This led to wide
spread misuse by many individuals keeping multiple ac
counts in different names. The deduction of interest from 
taxable income has since been abolished. 

Interest rates in Japan are among the lowest a~ywhere. 
Savers on an average get 12.5% to 3.5% on their short term 
investments. With the surge in savings and the removal of 
tax exemption on deposit interest money has been pouring 
into real estate and the stock market. By 1987, japan had 
the highest market capitalization in the world exceeding 
that of the U.S.A. Currently, capitalisation is reckoned to 
be over$ 3.5 trillion, representing 41% of the world mar
ket capitalization as against only 4.6% in 1970. Yields on 
equities are very low, the current average being 0.7%. The 
P/E ratio is the highest anywhere presently over 60, with 
the high flyers being quoted in the range of 100-150. The 
wide gap between Tokyo and other leading stock ex
changes in regard to P/E ratio is due largely to differences 
in accounting, depreciation and reporting methods. The 
collapse in the world stock exchanges in October 1987-
affected Japan the least. The current Nikkei index is near 
the peak touched last yea( and 30% over the December 
J9871evel in Yen terms. 

It is an established fact that the stock exchanges in japan, 
particularly in Tokyo, are fairly well regulated with the 
fluctuations not allowed move beyond a certain 
range on any day. For some years now, warnings have 
been sounded to the effect that the Tokyo Stock Exchange 
has become overheated and that there could be a crash. The 
very robust performance of the Japanese economy since last 
year, now being led by 5% plus domestic growth, does not 
indicate any such likelihood in the forseeable future. 
There is always the possibility of a downward slide along 
the way but the underlying trend is upwards due to the 
strong fundamentals. 
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PRODUCTIViTY 
Japan has clocked the highest productivity rates attained 
,anyWhere in a wide segment of industry. Between 1960 and 
1980, an annual growth of 10 to 11% in productivity was 
achieved in transportation equipment, electrical machin
ery, steel and chemical industries. While the rate has 
slowed down considerably to 4% - 5% since 1980, it 
is still the highest in the industrial world. This has been one 
of the contributing factors to the surge in overall produc
tion witnessed in Japan and its tremendous capacity to 
compete in world markets d~spite substantial rise in wages 
and sharp appreciation of yen. In fact, the Japanese have 
displayed an uncanny capacity to adapt to the vastly 
changed economic environment in a relatively short 
period of time. 

Corporations in Japan believe in the continuous renewal 
of their facilities, The average period being 6 years com
pared to 10 or 12 years in Europe and USA. Being great 
sticklers for high quality and productivity, the Japanese 
have not hesitated to replace equipment which would be 
considered completely serviceworthy in other countries, if 
replacement ensured higher productivity and lower costs. 
tndustry has also gone in for extensive robotisation 
bac::ked by controlled technology. 

TECHNOLOGY 
The Japanese have been prolific importers of technology 
and more importantly the greatest adapters. In all major 
areas where Japan has ac~ieved a spectacular break
through in global markets the invention was made 
elsewhere- transistor in the US, quartz watch in Switzer
land and semi-conductor in the US and Europe. However, 
despite the initial lead-time the inventing countries had, 
Japan converted these inventions into marketable pro
ducts well before anybody else and managed to have 
enormous penetration. The Japanese have been late en
trants in the realm of technology and hence their research 
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and development efforts are largely focussed on the de
velopmental angle with relatively less emphasis on pure 
research. Their thrust lias been on developing products 
for today and. tomorrow's market place. Japan has not fol
lowed the west in accepting that successful applications of 
products cannot follow without first having successful 
basic research. 

Over the years, Japan has perhaps paid more money as pa
tent royalties than any other nation in history. Competition 
among japanese manufacturers is so fierce that it has 
created a new standard for fees paid for borrowing 
technology. Many of the leading manufacturers of the 
\XOrld have, therefore, flocked to Japan to sell their 
technologies. Given the surplus of capital and an amazing 
capacity to adapt, Japan has transformed imported 
technologies into products which have changed the lifes
tyles not only in Japan but in many other countries. The 
same situation has occurred in the field of quality control 
(QC) which, though developed in the US, was put to prac
tical use and produced very impressive results in Japan. It 
has gone to such an extent that the Americans and Euro
peans now come to Japan to learn QC. With unques
tioned zeal, japan proceeded through its own process of 
trial and error, continually adding new innovations to 
evolve a QC system that is uniquely japanese. 

FACING UP TO STRUCTURAL PROBLEMS 
The spectacular success achieved by Japan has been only 
to a limited extent export-led, though the presence of 
Japanese products in international markets has become so 
visible. Exports as a percentage of GNP have ranged bet
ween 9% and 12%, certainly much lower than the 20%-40% of 
~NP consistently achieved by U.K., West Germany, Bel
gr.um, Netherlands, Switzerland and other European coun
tnes. Nevertheless, as far as the exporting industries and 
leading units therein are concerned, such as steel au
tomobiles, consumer electronics, watches and cam~ras 
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the percentage has ranged anywhere between 35o/o to 60%. 
As a result of very high volumes, extensive standardisa
tion, high productivity and cost effectiveness, exports 
were very profita~le for most companies till 1985. The 
sutge in the val lie Of yen has ho dou;bt posed considerable 
problems to Japanese manufacturers despite their best ef-

. forts to cut down costs and reduce margins. It has particu
larly hit hard the small and medium sized units. This has re
sulted in major strategy changes ·within the country. The 
Government partly under international pressures has 
been trying to stimulate the domestic economy and en
courage imports. There is also the economic compulsion 
to do so in view of the enormous competition posed by the 
emerging tigers in Asia- South Korea, Taiwan, Hongkong 
and Singapore. Japan imports currently items like black 
and white television sets, calculators and fans to meet over 
50% of the domestic market. 

- -

As a result of the growing affluence, the Japanese are be-
coming avid consumers of high priced designed consumer 
products. These products are in great demand in major 
cities despite the exceedingly high mark-ups, resulting in 
retail prices being 2 to 3 times those ruling in the exporting 
countries. The Japanese are also taking to foreign travel 
with great gusto and have become an important force in 
world tourism. 
Japan is now looking increasingly to overseas locations for 
siting plants for three important reasons: !o get over the 
quota and/or tariff barriers erected or bet~~ erected by 
many countries to ward off Japanese competttton; to over
come the problem of rising wage cost at home and meet
ing stiff competition in several fields from _newly indus
trialised countries (NICs) in South East Asia; and to be 
near to the market place and thus save on marketing and 
distribution costs. 
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In view of the large capital surpluses, Japanese overseas in
vestments are growing. Even so, japan is still a relatively 
new entran.t and the manufacture of Japanese goods over
seas still accounts for only 4% of total national output as 
compared to 18% to 20% for US. This is projected to grow to 
10% by 2000 A.D. 

The Japanese Constitution prohibits the country from or
ganizing its defence forces beyond the level required for 
its own defence. Hence, they are termed self-defence 
forces. Japan's expenditure on defence has been by far the 
lowest for any major country,an average of 0.8% of GNP till 
the current year when it is being raised to 1.0% as against 
4%-7% for Western Europe and US. As a consequence, Japan 
has been able to channelise a much larger percentage of its 
savings for economic development and attain the highest 
level of growth in the industrialised world. However, pres
sures are building up for Japan to assume a larger defence 
burden. 

SOME SOCIAL ASPECTS 
Despite the economic heights attained by it, Japan does 
face several problems particularly social. While the aver
age real earnings have increased more than four-fold since 
1950, housing shortage is acute, particularly in big cities 
like Tokyo, conditions are very difficult in view of over
crowding. An average Japanese home is tiny (barely 500 sq. 
ft.) and incredibly expensive. Most employees have to 
commute to work daily involving 2 to 3 hours journey lead
ing to strain on life. Indeed, one out of every three workers 
is treated for stress-related illness. 
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Japan has the highest longevity with an average life expec
tancy of 76 for males and 78 for females. The population 
over 60 is fast growing and a large number of businesses have 
to evolve strategies to cope with the ageing work force. On 

" the plus ·side, as the work force ages, employees have a 
great dealto offer in terms of job experience and corporate 
loyalty. However they lack the background and the skills 
required for manning business men which caH for newer 
technologies and international competitive_ strength. 
Hence to cope with future requirements, businesses now 
recognise the need for developing managerial capabilities 
and readapting the same to meet the emerging challenges. 
Instead of hiring new business graduates, many establish
ments are planning to secure the required perspnnel 
through hiring of experienced mid-career employees. 
These people are especially sought in ~reas such as new 
project clevelopment! R and, D, and overseas projects. 

The ageing population is making increasingly heavy de~ 
mands on social welfare. Payments are expected to exceed 
contributions, making an increasing ~raft on general 
budgetary resources. · · · 

With enormous purchasing power in the hands of younger 
couples, the marketing emphasis i~ naturafly changing .. fast 
.to.meet the needs "C>fthe youth~ 

There is a growing shift from saving to consumption. 
Household savings have been slowly declining.and now 
account for 16% as against the peak of 23%. The younger 
generation is also acquiring taste for imported products in
cluding luxury automobiles, and travel. This year over 1.6 
million Japanese are expected to travel overseas. 
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The middle-aged, more particularly the college educated, 
constitute the growing middle class with an average annual 
income of$ 75,000. They are becoming more conscious of 
their quality of life style and what they own -a marked 
change from the traditional frugal ethic. The national pol
icy to encourage domestic consumption to soak up the 
output of the overheated economy also supports this trend. 

japan is now facing increasing competition from the NICs 
in South East Asia. The penetration by the NICs in the main 
OECD markets has increased rapidly over the last 15 years. 
Initially the thrust of NICs was in clothing and textiles, but 
now it is increasingly being felt in industries like steel, 
ships, cars, consumer electronics, telecommunications 
equipment and machine tools. 

LESSONS FOR INDIA 
japan and India have a lot in common in two respects
high personal savings rate and abundance of human skills. 
However, there are several areas where we have to learn a 
good deal from Japan, more particularly the following: 

Importance of Time: To the Japanese time is money. They 
are extremely finicky about meeting their commitments 
on time. In contrast, in India, there is generally little con
cern for time. 

Work Ethos: An average Japanese takes enormous pride in 
his work. It is because of this that they as a nation have 
been able to attain high quality standards and penetrate 
deep into world markets-. There is dire need in our coun
try to infuse this sense of pride amongst employees at all 
levels. 

Productivity: The japanese lay utmost emphasis on consis
tently attaining the highest productivity levels possible. No 
wonder, Japan has emerged as one of the major com
petitors globally. But in India, productivity has 
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either remained stagnant or tended to decline in almost 
all fields barring exceptions here and there. That is why 
our cost structure is so high and our products are being 
priced out internationally despi~e our relatively low wage 
costs. 

Cost-Consciousness: With no natural resources worth the 
name, any waste is a matter of sacrilege for the Japanese. 
Hence every effort is made to conserve almost everything. 
Relatively India is a much poorer country than Japan, 
though it is abundantly endowed with natural resources. 
But that is no reason why we should be so profligate in 
their use, whether it _be water or timber or electricitY, or 
coal or petroleum. Even in the case of agricultural pro
ducts there is enormous wastage for lack ot adequate stor
age and preservation facilities. We need to become more 
alive and sensitive to conservation in the interest of ensur
ing speedy improvement in living standards. 

Industrial Relations: Although Japan has a larger industrial 
labour force than ours, industrial relations are quite cor
dial. Not more than half a million man hours are lost on an 
average annually as against the loss of anywhere between 
30 and 40 million man hours in India. A developing country 
like India just cannot afford this luxury. Conscious efforts 
to improve industrial relations through better under
standing between management and labour are of the ut
most importance. 

Urge to Excel: As a people the Japanese have been con
stantly-striving to excel other countries, even themselves. 
This is because of the confidence gained as a result of wide 
acceptability of their products in almost all markets of the 
world. The Indians, too, had great pride in their craftsman
ship once. This needs to be rekindled. 

To conclude, there is no doubt that, despite the current 
problems of adjustment, Japan will continue to forge 
ahead. This is because of the several innate qualities which 
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the nation has demonstrated over the years, the most re
markable of them being the capacity to adapt and inno
vate. The enormous investments made in technology de
velopment will also ensure sustained progress, though the 
annual growth may be relatively lower than the trend rate. 

The vfews expressed in this bqoklet are not necessarily the views of the 
Forum of Free Enterprise. 
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"People must come to accept private 
enterprise not as a necessary evil, but 
as an affirmative good." 

- Eugene Black 



Have you joined the Forum J 

The Forum of Free Enterprise is a non-political 
and non-partisan organisation, started in 1956, to 
educate public opinion in India on free enterprise and 
its close relationship with the democratic way of life. 
The Forum seeks to stimulate public thinking on vital 
economic problems of the day through booklets and 
leaflets, meetings, essay competitions, and other 
means as befit a democratic society. 

Membership is open to all who agree with the 
Manifesto of the Forum. Annual membership fee is 
Rs.30/ -(entrance fee, Rs. 20/-) and Associate Member
ship fee, Rs. 12/- (entrance fee, Rs. 8/-). Graduate 
course students can get our booklets and leaflets by 
beGoming Student Associates on payment of Rs. 5/
only. (No entrance fee). 

Write for further particular~ to the Secre
tary, Forum of Free Enterprise, 235, Dr. Dadabhai 
Naoroji Road, Post Box No. 209. Bombay-400 001. 

Published by M.R. PAl for the Forum of Free Enterprise, 
"Pi ramal Mansion", 235 Dr. D.N. Road, Bombay-400 001, 

and printed by TUSHAR Goshalia at Tara Enterprises; 
81/7, Raju Villa, Brahmanwada,Road, 

Kin~'s Circle, Bombay-400019. 
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